
Paradise 751 

Chapter 751: Lin Huang Versus Evil Spirit Type 

 

Under the dark sky, the street lights emitted a faint, yellow glow, lighting up the street. 

Two glows suddenly crashed into each other under one of the street lamps. 

One of the glows was as black as ink whereas the other glow was purple in color. 

The black and the purple glow covered the light of the sunstones in an instant and collided with each 

other. 

Bang! 

A loud explosion was heard as if hundreds of thunders had crashed together at the same time. 

Neither of the glows would give in, spreading out like mist. All the lights emitted from the street lamps 

were engulfed as they flew by. 

The aftershock of the force as a result of the collision stirred up the atmosphere. It was akin to throwing 

stones into still water. The atmosphere resembled waves, bringing forth an aggressive wind that rippled 

everywhere. 

The street lamp, which was situated right at the center of the force, was shrouded by the two beams of 

lights in an instant, being crushed into powder. Despite the fact that the main material used to make the 

street lamps was the biochemically manufactured alloy, which was corrosion-resistant and had high 

tensile strength when encountering a strong immortal-level, it was just as weak as a plastic toy. 

The street lamp was not the only thing destroyed. 

Almost everything within the area covered by the two glows turned into ashes. Not only did the walls on 

both sides of the area disappear, even the ground beneath their feet had collapsed, creating a huge pit 

which was about ten meters deep. 

The wind blew ferociously, causing the trees and plants on both sides of the street to fall. Some of them 

were even uprooted. The garbage bins on the roadsides clattered to the ground and there was trash 

everywhere as they were blown by the wind. Some of the garbage bins were sent hundreds of meters 

away. 

The loud explosion stirred up the atmosphere, causing the glass in many of the houses to break. 

Countless people were awakened by the thunderous booms and many of them thought that an 

earthquake was rumbling. Some of them even ran out of their houses naked. 

Some of the transcendents could sense the vibration of the force and they knew that it was a battle 

between immortal-levels. They carefully looked through the window from afar in the direction where 

the explosion had happened. 

In mid-air, the two glows gradually faded like mist after the collision. The black and the white shadows 

each retreated tens of meters away from the mist. 



Lin Huang could confirm that his opponent’s ability was on par with his after the collision. Despite being 

merely a purple flame-level, he could actually fight against an ordinary immortal-level rank-8. Although 

the monster’s combat strength was only on immortal-level rank-3, its ability could be compared to Bai 

and Charcoal’s. 

“It’s a battle between advanced immortal-levels!” 

In the luxurious area, a middle-aged man’s pupils dilated as he looked in the direction where the both of 

them fought. Although he was an immortal-level rank-3, he could clearly sense from the aftershock of 

the explosion that his ability was far beyond theirs. He would definitely be killed within seconds if the 

attack struck him. 

The middle-aged man was startled. Soon after, it seemed like something dawned on him as terror filled 

his face. He immediately left his house through the window and quickly headed in the opposite direction 

where the battle was taking place. 

Of course, Lin Huang could sense that the potential victim was escaping using his Territory skill. 

“He’s not stupid. He knows that the battle might have happened because of him.” Lin Huang took a 

glance in the direction where the potential victim was heading. 

Right at this moment, the evil spirit seemed to possess some unique detection abilities too as it could 

sense that its target had fled. 

It caught a glimpse of Lin Huang and seemingly, it was reluctant to fight him anymore. It stomped down 

hard on the ground. Along with the howling of the wind, it headed towards its target and chased after it. 

“Hey, the game is not over yet. Where are you going?” 

Lin Huang grinned, remaining still. However, he thrust his purple combat sword forward. A beam of 

purple light appeared in mid-air hundreds of meters away, blocking the evil spirit’s way. 

It was the effect of Lin Huang’s Territory as his attack could simply reach any place within the coverage 

of his skill. In an area with a 3,000-meter radius, the power of the attacks launched within 1,000 meters 

would not be weakened. Attacks made within 2,000 meters might have 90% of its original attack power 

whereas 80% of the effect of the attack’s strength could be maintained within 3,000 meters. 

Despite the evil spirit leaping hundreds of meters forward, it was still within the area covered by Lin 

Huang’s territory. The power of his attack was almost the same as the attack he had struck previously. 

Seeing the glow appear in front of it out of nowhere, the evil spirit’s eyes flashed with a trace of fear. It 

was curious about how Lin Huang had managed to do so. However, it reacted immediately. 

It did not dodge, but it struck a blow instead! 

Its black Life Power resembled the torrential downpour of a waterfall and again, it bumped into the 

crescent purple glow. 

The black and the purple glow lit up again. Each of the glows engulfed an area which was tens of meters 

wide, wiping out everything within that region. 



A loud thud exploded as if hundreds of cannons had just fired at the same time. 

During the explosion, one could still vaguely hear the residents screaming in fear. 

In fact, the position where Lin Huang attacked had avoided the residential area. Nobody was injured, but 

the majority of them were frightened. 

As it was blocked by Lin Huang’s attack, the evil spirit retreated tens of meters away. Lin Huang was 

relieved as he could sense that the potential victim had left the region covered by his territory. 

The evil spirit seemed to have realized that it would not be able to chase after its target as Lin Huang 

had obstructed it. It then decided to give up on its target. It turned its body around, giving Lin Huang a 

death glare. 

“Since you want me to let go of my material, you have to replace him and be my material. Although 

you’re weak, you’re considered a high-quality material with the abilities and the unique skills you 

currently have.” 

“It seems like the both of us are thinking of the same thing.” Lin Huang grinned, showing both of his 

canine teeth. “I wanted to extract your Life Fire tinder as well so that I can level up to gold flame-level.” 

The evil spirit smiled evilly. “Since that’s the case, let’s see who’s going to be whose material!” 

Having uttered these words, the evil spirit completely gave up on its initial target. 

With its coat fluttering in the wind, black mist enveloped its entire body as if a heinous monster was 

arriving. All the areas that he passed by were covered in the black mist. The dark sky became even more 

ominous and it seemed like an apocalypse was happening within hundreds of meters around them. 

Lin Huang had no fear at all. He took a step forward with his sword and flew up into the sky. The purple 

mist surrounding his body got thicker as he passed through the sky. It looked like a purple ribbon was 

streaking across the sky as he flew by, resembling a gigantic purple python. 

In mid-air, many of the people witnessed the strange phenomenon that was happening thousands of 

meters away. 

After watching this, the majority of the ordinary residents knew that the thunderous booms did not 

happen because of a natural disaster. Instead, it was a battle between them. 

Many of the residents who were once brave lowered their heads, hiding behind the building. They 

secretly watched the rare scene from afar. 

The cultivators nearby were extraordinarily excited as they watched the battle with anticipation and 

respect. 

Chapter 752: The Unwelcome Reinforcements 

 

Mid-air, the black, and the purple glow appeared in a flash and crashed into each other intensely. Both 

of the glows faded and the collision repeated again and again. 

It looked like someone had caused a fire, but each time, the location of the fire could not be confirmed. 



In less than a minute, Lin Huang had collided with the evil spirit for more than ten times. 

Each time that they clashed with each other, it would always result in a strong explosion and a terrifying 

shock. 

In an area within hundreds of kilometers, almost all the transcendents could sense the battle happening. 

Some of them were shocked at their abilities, but they could not understand why the both of them 

would fight in the city. There were also those who guessed that the battle must be somehow related to 

the murder cases that had happened within the first half of the month. 

Both of them fought right at the center of the city, not far away from the Union Government. The 

majority of the Union Government’s officers were staying somewhere near the Union Government’s 

office. As soon as they could sense the intense battle that was happening, the immortal-levels in Martel 

City quickly rushed towards the place where Lin Huang and the evil spirit were. 

The evil spirit did not manage to take advantage of Lin Huang even after several collisions. It began to 

feel nervous. It knew very well that the longer the battle, the less favorable the conditions would be. It 

was the human world. The people from the Union Government and the Hunter Association would arrive 

very soon to back Lin Huang up. If it were to be surrounded by them, it would not be able to make it. 

After giving it some thought, the evil spirit type no longer had the urge to fight. It was eager to kill the 

human who had ruined its plans. However, saving its own life was more important. The evil spirit would 

be the one to bear the loss if it continued fighting the human. 

Lin Huang noticed that it wanted to retreat as well. His attack grew more and more intense. 

After clashing with each other several times, the black glow was gradually covered by the purple glow. 

Initially, the both of them were equally powerful. Then, the situation got warped. It turned out to be a 

one-sided battle. 

Lin Huang did not want his opponent to escape. If it happened to run away, it would be more careful the 

next time since its whereabouts had now been found. On the other hand, he wished that he could kill 

the evil spirit before the rest of them got there because those who were stronger than the evil spirit 

would arrive later. Their appearance would cause the tinder in the evil spirit’s body to disappear right 

after its death and he would not be able to extract the tinder. Then, his efforts over the past few days 

would have been in vain. 

“Hmph. I’m giving up today. I’ll definitely kill you the next time!” 

A flicker of fury flashed through its eyes. It did not expect that it would be suppressed by a holy fire-

level. How humiliating! 

However, it knew the situation very well. If it were to stay there, perhaps in less than two minutes, more 

humans and the rest of them would be here and it would be unable to escape by then. 

As the thought flashed through its mind, the evil spirit type did not hesitate any more. Again, it struck a 

heavy blow in mid-air and crashed with the purple glow. It was apparent that it did not strike at full 

force. Even its fist was slashed by the purple blade and a long, bloody wound appeared. However, it did 

not look like it suffered from the wound pain. Instead, it glanced at Lin Huang with an insulting 



expression. It stomped on the ground and with the help of the aftershock as a result of Lin Huang’s 

sword attack, it retreated at a speed that was three times faster than its top speed. 

The evil spirit almost managed to leave Lin Huang’s territory. Lin Huang did not block its way. He 

grinned, calling out a name instead, “Kylie!” 

Soon, a tall and slim lady, who was clad in her black armor, suddenly appeared next to Lin Huang on his 

right. She wore a black mask which covered half of her face. Twelve black wings extended from her 

back, featuring white lightning patterns on them as if they heralded the arrival of a god. The black spear 

in her hand was surrounded by the purple patterns and her aura had reached its peak. 

“Block its way,” Lin Huang uttered three simple words. 

Kylie instantly transformed into a black shadow and flew towards the evil spirit in a flash. In just the 

blink of an eye, the black shadow was there to block its way. 

Seeing Kylie appear out of nowhere, the evil spirit’s pupils dilated. The both of them were on immortal-

level rank-3 and Kylie was at her maximum speed. None of the creatures of the same combat level could 

be faster than her, including the evil spirit. 

The evil spirit could confirm that the lady who was blocking its way was not weak. However, it had no 

other choice. Vengeance flickered in its eyes as it attempted to make it through to strike a blow at Kylie. 

Since Kylie was much faster than it was, its effort to avoid her and to escape in the other direction would 

be rendered useless as Kylie would block its way again. However, it did not want to bug Kylie anymore. It 

wanted to escape as soon as its attack struck her. Despite her tremendously terrifying fast speed, it did 

not mean that she would have powerful close-range skills. It was very confident in its close-range 

combat. 

The evil spirit was surrounded by a black mist. As it was ready to strike, its black Life Power had reached 

its peak as if its arms and fists were shrouded in black colloids. Just as it struck a heavy blow, black Life 

Power was released, gushing out like a flowing river. It did not restrain its power at all, hoping that the 

lady would be severely injured and that it could make its way through. 

In her black half mask, Kylie had no facial expression on the other half of her face. Even when she was 

summoned, she did not speak a single word. As usual, she had a stone cold expression on her face. Even 

seeing the evil spirit launch an attack at her, her facial expression did not change. 

She lifted her hand and swiftly hurled the black spear that she was holding towards the evil spirit. The 

white lightning pattern on her spear transformed into a dazzling, white spot at the tip of the spear in an 

instant. 

Before crashing with the black, river-like Life Power, the white spot exploded abruptly. A white 

shockwave suddenly appeared and clashed with the black, river-like Life Power. 

The black and the white glow attracted everyone’s attention. The collision between the two beams of 

lights resulted in countless thunderous booms, creating a strong wind. 

Many of them who witnessed this felt strange. Originally, the purple glow was fighting the black glow. 

They wondered why the white glow would appear and how come the aura exuded by the white glow 

was slightly different. Could there be a third person? 



Lin Huang floated in mid-air and he remained unaffected by the strong wind. He fixed his gaze at the 

region where the both of them collided and seemingly, he was not affected by the intense light resulting 

from the explosion at all as he could still see the situation of the battle clearly. 

Both of them were on immortal-level rank-3. Lin Huang was surprised as the evil spirit was capable of 

fighting Kylie face-to-face even after Kylie had gone through her third mutation in addition to possessing 

advanced dark angel blood. 

Lin Huang had seen how powerful Kylie’s close-range skills were. Along with the transformation of her 

blood and the increasing number of mutations which she had gone through, Kylie was much more 

potent than before. Kylie was one of the strongest summoning monsters that Lin Huang owned. If Kylie 

were to fight Lin Huang, the outcome of the battle would be unknown. 

“What is the evil spirit actually?” Lin Huang slightly narrowed his eyes, looking at the evil spirit that had 

transformed into a human form. 

After sizing up the evil spirit for a short while, he suddenly turned his head in another direction. His 

facial expression immediately changed. 

He could sense that several powerful auras were approaching him swiftly. Two of the auras were of at 

least immortal-level rank-7 or above. 

“Someone’s coming. It seems like they’re from the Union Government.” 

Lin Huang knew that reinforcement was arriving, but he did not look happy. He frowned instead. Their 

appearance would indicate that even if he managed to kill the evil spirit, he would not be able to extract 

the tinder as the Life Fire would vanish. 

“I’m in trouble…” 

Chapter 753: Changing the Battleground 

 

According to the tinder extraction rules imposed in this world, if humans with higher combat strength 

than the Life Fire monster were present during its death, its Life Fire would collapse on its own, and 

nobody would be able to perform the extraction. 

This was also the reason why Lin Huang had activated his Sword Dao at full force at the beginning of the 

battle. Apart from a few of his trump cards, he had used up almost all the skills he possessed to kill the 

evil spirit before the rest of them arrived. 

However, it seemed like it was too late now. 

The immortal-levels from the Union Government were approaching. From the aura they released, their 

combat levels were at least on immortal-level rank-7. At almost the same time when Lin Huang 

discovered the people within his territory radius, they entered the evil spirit’s as well. At this moment, 

even if the evil spirit were killed, the Life Fire in its body would disintegrate as well. 

Sensing that the human reinforcements were approaching, the evil spirit felt nervous and insecure. 



It knew very well that if it were to be surrounded by them, it would not be able to survive. It made a few 

turns as it wanted to avoid Kylie. However, Kylie and her spear blocked it. 

As the Union Government’s reinforcements were approaching, Lin Huang frowned, troubled. The evil 

spirit was at least a triple mutated monster with Enhanced Intelligence. It was the best choice as a tinder 

monster. 

Just as Lin Huang was fretting about this, Bloody’s voice was heard coming from his sleeve. 

“You won’t be able to extract the tinder once the Union Government officers arrive. We don’t have time 

to change the battleground now. The only thing we can do is to stop the tinder from sensing it.” 

Bloody’s piece of advice enlightened Lin Huang. 

“I know what to do!” 

As soon as he finished his sentence, a golden, palm-sized book quickly formed in front of Lin Huang. 

The golden Book of Sorcerer Dao floated at less than a meter away from Lin Huang on its own. Lin Huang 

extended his hand and placed it on top of the book. Resembling the activation of a door, the Book of the 

Sorcerer Dao gradually opened. 

A black rune lit up in the middle of the page, and soon, a rune was created in the air. 

Right after the rune was formed, black mist started spreading out, causing one to feel insecure. 

Lin Huang did not do anything. All of a sudden, the air surrounding the evil spirit vibrated. Black chains 

that resembled shooting arrows blasted off into the sky. There were more than 100 chains, and the 

number of chains was continually increasing. Despite nobody being able to figure out where the chains 

were coming from, the evil spirit was obviously their target. 

The evil spirit glanced at Kylie and Lin Huang who was far away from it. It could immediately identify the 

skill that Lin Huang was using as it had spotted the rune being created in front of Lin Huang. It knew Lin 

Huang’s abilities very well. It would be irrational for it to touch the chains since it knew nothing about 

the effects of the skill. 

As the thought came to its mind, the evil spirit moved aside, attempting to dodge the attack. However, 

right after it did, Kylie then appeared in front of it. She thrust her spear towards it, forcing it to get 

locked in the chains. 

The evil spirit could not do anything and ended up striking several blows at the chains. 

Despite the chains breaking rapidly after being struck by it, they formed again at a speed faster than 

before. In addition to that, the number of chains was constantly increasing, pouncing on the evil spirit 

again and again. 

Just as the evil spirit got locked in the chains, the Book of Sorcerer Dao appeared in front of Lin Huang. 

He started flipping quickly and the second black rune was produced rapidly in the air. 

Lin Huang grinned, looking in the direction where the evil spirit was. Then, he uttered these words 

calmly, “Hellish Cage!” 



Before he could even finish his words, a huge cage materialized out of nowhere, covering the evil spirit’s 

surroundings which were tens of meters in diameter. It then quickly shrank into a cube which measured 

a length of about three meters long. The cube was made entirely of the black chains which were roughly 

the circumference of an adult’s arm, and they looked like living black pythons that were entangled 

together. 

“Kylie, activate your mini world.” 

As soon as the evil spirit got locked in the Hellish Cage, Lin Huang immediately contacted Kylie. He knew 

very well that the cage would not be able to contain the evil spirit for a long time. However, it would be 

able to buy him some time. 

Kylie slightly nodded her head and a whirlpool, which was the entrance to the mini world, was formed in 

a blink of an eye. 

“That’s really fast!” 

Lin Huang took a glance in the direction where the reinforcements were. The few immortal-levels were 

getting closer and closer. Perhaps they would arrive in less than 20 seconds. He did not dare to delay a 

minute longer. With his telekinetic power, he managed to control one of the edges of the Hellish Cage, 

hurling it towards the entrance of the mini world. 

The relatively big black cage hit the whirlpool, sinking into it as if it was drowned in a swamp. 

“Let’s catch up with it!” 

The next second after the Hellish Cage disappeared, Lin Huang transformed into a white beam of light 

and entered the whirlpool. Kylie, who had received Lin Huang’s instructions, immediately turned into a 

black glow and entered the whirlpool as well. 

Right after Kylie disappeared, the whirlpool faded. 

In just a short while after that, several figures appeared at the battleground at almost the same time. 

The first person was a middle-aged man in a blue checkered shirt, and two people followed him. One of 

them was in a grey coat, wearing a hat. Another man was in a suit and had short hair. Unexpectedly, 

they were Feng Yuan and Lan Luo, the people in charge of the murder cases assigned by the Union 

Government. 

The three of them sized up their surroundings. Aside from the collapsed buildings, the vast pits, the 

fallen trees, and many other traces that were the result of the battle, nobody was there. 

“That’s kind of weird. Where are they? We could still hear the sound of the battle a few seconds ago. 

Why isn’t there anybody here right now?” Lan Luo, who was in his suit, said curiously. 

Feng Yuen lit a cigar and put it into his mouth. He then said casually, “The aftershock of the force is 

proof that a battle has indeed happened here a few seconds ago.” 

“Since both parties have disappeared, could either one of them had won the battle a few seconds 

before we arrived? The one who won must have left together with the dead body.” Lan Luo frowned as 

his assumption had not been verified yet. 



“There’s no release of Life Power from the transcendent’s dead body. What you said might be true.” 

Feng Yuan then exhaled the cigar smoke and smiled, shaking his head. “But I’m more inclined to another 

possibility.” 

“What’s that?” 

“They didn’t want us to interfere in their battle. That’s why they changed the battleground.” As Feng 

Yuan said that, his facial expression looked different. 

“They must’ve sensed that we were approaching them. Under normal circumstances, the murderer 

would’ve wanted to leave as soon as possible, so that we wouldn’t attack it in a group. The investigator 

who fought it would’ve tried to buy us time. The activation of a dimensional relic takes time. Normally, 

the investigator wouldn’t give the murderer the time to activate its dimensional relic. Since the both of 

them disappeared at the same time, it means that the both of them agreed to fight someplace else.” 

“Why would the investigator want to do so?” Lan Luo still felt that the logic behind it was strange. 

“Who knows? Perhaps he’s an arrogant man who feels that he can deal with the murderer alone and 

doesn’t want any of us to interfere in the battle.” Feng Yue shook his head helplessly. He knew nothing 

about the “investigator” who fought the murderer and that was the only guess he could come up with. 

Chapter 754: Trump Card 

 

In Kylie’s mini world, the Hellish Cage that was structured from hundreds of black chains was floating in 

mid-air. 

A loud thud was heard coming from the cage, along with an immense impact wave. The evil spirit was 

striking the cage aggressively. 

The Hellish Cage had just got into the mini world for less than ten seconds and there were cracks all over 

it as it was besieged by the evil spirit. Out of the hundreds of black chains, none of them was in good 

condition. 

Lin Huang knew earlier that his Witchcraft skills would not have that great an effect on monsters with 

such abilities. However, it was considered strong enough as he managed to lock it for tens of seconds. 

Although he had activated the skill, trapping the evil spirit was not his main intention. Instead, he 

wanted the evil spirit to go into the mini world. Since his purpose had been achieved, he would be able 

to extract its tinder even if it could get rid of the cage. 

Lin Huang and Kylie were standing on the same level as the Hellish Cage, less than 20 meters away. They 

witnessed the moment when the evil spirit smashed the cage into pieces and breaking out. 

The evil spirit was pissed. It wanted to fight Lin Huang who had secretly attacked it as soon as it got out 

of the cage. However, it discovered something strange. 

“Why is the sky so bright?” The evil spirit raised his head and looked towards the sky doubtfully. 

It should be slightly after midnight now in Martel City and the sky was dark there. However, it was 

daytime now in the mini world. 



Seeing the sun hanging high in the sky, the evil spirit was puzzled. It shifted its gaze from the sky and 

peered around. The skyscrapers and the street lamps it was used to had completely disappeared. There 

was a field instead. Also, it could see flowers of different colors, dancing in the wind. 

Sizing up its surroundings, the evil spirit finally shifted its gaze to Lin Huang with a strange facial 

expression. “Is this the… kingdom?” 

“The kingdom?” Lin Huang was startled to hear that. 

Seeing Lin Huang unable to understand its question, instead of the strange facial expression it initially 

had, a smile was now plastered on its face. “It seems like you know nothing about this dimension. That’s 

good. The kingdom belongs to me after your death.” 

Despite not having any idea what the kingdom was, Lin Huang knew that the dimension it was referring 

to must be the mini world. Seemingly, it thought that the dimension was within its control and had 

completely ignored the fact that the owner of the dimension was actually Kylie. 

“Whatever. It seems like it’s not going to tell me what the kingdom is. I’ll just kill it and read its mind.” 

Lin Huang did not want to talk nonsense with it anymore. 

With Bloody’s help, he could still retrieve its memory after it was killed. There was no need for him to 

waste his time on this. 

Since the evil spirit wanted to take over the control of the dimension while Lin Huang wanted to retrieve 

its memory, their intentions to kill each other were growing. 

“Kylie, if it attempts to flee, block its way!” 

Right at the moment as he uttered those words, he rushed towards the evil spirit. 

The ten purple Life Fires in his body were burning intensely and the black combat sword in his hand had 

turned purple in an instant, transforming into a purple thunderbolt. 

On the other hand, the evil spirit’s body was shrouded in a black mist. On its right arm, the black mist 

got denser, turning into liquid form and had completely covered its arm. Seeing Lin Huang was about to 

pounce on it, it immediately stomped hard on the ground and struck a heavy blow at Lin Huang. The 

both of them clashed with each other. 

Bang! 

The collision was different from the one that had happened within the foothold. The both of them gave 

it their all this time. 

The first few collisions that happened at Martel City were just trial attacks as the evil spirit wanted to 

test Lin Huang’s abilities. Although it could confirm that Lin Huang was incapable of killing it, it had not 

given its all then. It had attempted to flee as it did not want to be attacked by the group. 

Lin Huang had suppressed his ability as well. He restricted the areas and regions that would be involved 

in the battle as he was worried that the battle might affect the ordinary residents. For a battle between 

immortal-levels, even the aftershock of the battle within a certain distance range would be harmful to 

ordinary people. 



Since they were now in the mini world, aside from Kylie and Bloody, there was no other audience 

watching the battle, hence Lin Huang was no longer afraid of harming the innocent. 

Without having to worry about being surrounded by people, the evil spirit could finally give its best shot. 

Its ability was at least three times stronger than before. 

In mid-air, the purple and the black glows crashed into each other again. 

Both of the glows resembled the explosion of clouds, enveloping almost half of the sky. 

The boom of an explosion was heard soon after, stirring up the atmosphere. The grass quivered as a 

strong wind blew past, and the waves of grass moved across the field into the distance 

The two figures collided with each other again in the air, creating thunderous booms. However, the 

winner of the battle was still unknown. 

Each attack Lin Huang launched was activated with level-5 Sword Dao and each legendary-level sword 

skill unleashed was close to perfect. He was almost reaching the limit achievable by a human in Sword 

Dao. However, he was still unable to kill the evil spirit. 

The evil spirit did not have any relics on hand. It defended Lin Huang’s supreme relic with its bare hands. 

Despite its fists bleeding each time after the collision, the wounds were healed in an instant as if it never 

had any injuries before. 

The most surprising fact was that without any skills to support it, the evil spirit’s attack was on par with 

Lin Huang’s legendary-level sword skills. Each attack it struck was powerful and even far surpassed the 

abilities of most humans with a similar combat strength. 

Since Lin Huang was not even an immortal-level, the evil spirit did not expect him to be able to put up a 

fair fight. Lin Huang himself knew very well that even without a trump card, he could fight an immortal-

level rank-8. 

“I’ve indeed underestimated you. Your abilities are comparable to a human supreme genius. I didn’t 

expect a gravel world could train a person like you.” 

Lin Huang was stunned when he heard what it said. It was the first time for him to come across the term 

“gravel world”. However, since the first day he traveled to this world, he knew that this was an “initial 

world”. Aside from the world he picked for this voyage, there should be other worlds present too. 

“Do you come from a different world?” Lin Huang asked. 

“Of course. How could I be the same as the low-class creatures in the gravel world like you? Have you 

ever encountered any monster in this world that’s as smart as I am?” The evil spirit said arrogantly. 

“I did really encounter one that was smarter than you. It’s hiding in my sleeve,” Lin Huang thought to 

himself. 

“It’s difficult even to become a Virtual God in the gravel world with rules that are incomprehensive. 

Many restrictions are imposed on the mutants; even going through our fourth mutation is restricted. I’m 

not interested in becoming a resident of your world.” Perhaps because the evil spirit was trying to show 

off, more information was revealed. 



“So, where did you come from?” Lin Huang had to admit that what it said piqued his curiosity. 

“You don’t need to know.” The evil spirit refused to disclose anything about its background. 

“I shall change the question then. Why are you here in our world and intentionally committing 

murders?” Lin Huang rephrased. 

“I’m here purely by accident. I simply wanted to experiment.” The evil spirit did not refuse to answer 

him. 

After finishing its sentence, the evil spirit started sizing Lin Huang up with a strange expression. 

“Actually, you’re decent material to experiment on too. Unfortunately, I can’t bring your corpse back…” 

“Is that true? I have my way to transport your dead body though. There’s a skilled forensic scientist who 

can perform an autopsy on you too,” Lin Huang grinned as he said. 

“You’re such a silver-tongued brat. If it weren’t because I’ve got such a weak body which has severely 

restricted my combat strength, I would’ve pinned you down with one finger. However, it’s not difficult 

for me to kill you now, but it’ll be a burden to this body…” 

After finishing its words, the evil spirit’s aura started to grow. It was originally an immortal-level rank-3. 

In just a blink of an eye, it managed to grow into an immortal-level rank-4. Its aura still did not stop 

growing. It was strengthened and soon, it made another breakthrough and leveled up to immortal-level 

rank-5. In just a short while, there was an upgrade in its combat strength again and it finally achieved 

immortal-level rank-6. 

After three consecutive upgrades, its growing aura started to subside and stopped right after it reached 

the peak of immortal-level rank-6. 

“I’m now capable of fighting an imperial level. Human, just use whatever trump cards you have. 

Otherwise, you won’t have the chance to use them later.” 

“I’ll do as you wish!” 

After having uttered those words, Lin Huang secretly crushed a transformation card. Similar to the evil 

spirit, his combat strength started increasing insanely! 

Chapter 755: Murder 

 

Purple flame-level! 

Gold flame-level! 

Immortal-level rank-1! 

… 

After several moments, Lin Huang’s combat strength had upgraded from purple flame-level to immortal-

level rank-3. Still, he transformed into Bai with his Transformation Card. The incremental effect on his 

combat strength was maintained, restricting only the transformation effect. However, his physique was 

a carbon copy of Bai. 



Bai’s physique ranked on top when he was compared to triple mutated monsters since he possessed 

God’s blood. He was much more powerful than Lin Huang’s original body and he also far exceeded most 

of the people with similar combat strength. 

Sensing that his internal strength was rapidly growing, Lin Huang experienced a temporary delusion of 

ruining the entire mini world in one strike. However, he knew that it was merely an illusion. 

As Lin Huang’s combat strength was improving, the evil spirit had a strange expression on its face. It 

originally thought that if its body could upgrade three levels higher, it could definitely fight Lin Huang 

regardless of what his trump card was. It did not expect the increase in Lin Huang’s combat strength as 

well. Moreover, his combat strength was now four levels higher, narrowing the gap in combat strength 

between them. 

Noticing the complicated expression his opponent had, Lin Huang calmly retracted the black sword in his 

hand, switching to an ancient combat sword – the Air Slicer. Soon after, he took out another ancient 

relic – the Black Feathered Armor and put it on. 

He had obtained both of the ancient relics from the black-robed man in the Leib Lab. 

“You’re the one who asked me to use my trump card. The equipment and the skill to increase my 

combat strength are my trump cards.” Lin Huang laughed, looking at the evil spirit. He continued, “Are 

you surprised?” 

“Dumbass!” The evil spirit thought to itself. However, it maintained a neutral facial expression. “Do you 

think that you can defeat me this way?” 

“You’ll know after giving it a try!” Lin Hung’s silver Air Slicer was gradually covered by his red Life Power 

at a speed that was visible to the naked eye. 

Right after the Transformation Card had been activated, there were no changes in Lin Huang’s body size 

and at the same time, he could not use Bai’s skills. However, the Life Power element in his body had 

somehow been taken over by Bai’s Vampire Particles to a certain extent. The purple color his Life Power 

used to have due to his purple Life Fire had now turned red, the color of the Vampire Particles. In 

addition to that, he had inherited part of the Vampire Particles’ characteristics. 

The blade of the Air Slicer seemed to be shrouded in a thick layer of blood, extending the length of the 

combat sword which was initially fewer than 80 centimeters to about two meters. The rotation of Life 

Power resembled lava coursing through the blade of the sword. 

On the other hand, the evil spirit’s body was enveloped by the black mist. Each and every minute was 

suppressing as if it the Devil himself was arriving. Its abilities were way more powerful than before due 

to the increase in its combat strength. Despite the larger upgrade in Lin Huang’s abilities, the evil spirit 

was shocked for a short while. Soon, it managed to calm itself down. It had no fear. Instead, its intention 

to fight grew stronger due to the pressure coming from Lin Huang. 

In mid-air, the both of them were crashing into each other incessantly. It was like a fuse lighting up the 

sky. 

As they exchanged glances with each other, the grey and the white figures moved at almost the same 

time. 



The black and the purple glows covered the entire sky again, crashing into each other violently in an 

instant. 

A beam of dazzling white light suddenly appeared as they collided with each other. It was so bright and 

almost covered the sun that was hanging up high in the sky. 

Due to the impact that resulted from the explosion, it stirred up the atmosphere, creating a ripple-like 

storm. 

All the flowers and the grass on the field were repressed by the storm, seeming as though they were 

expressing their fear of the force. 

Kylie had retreated thousands of meters away, watching the fierce fight between the both of them from 

afar. Having achieved an upgrade in their combat strengths, their abilities were far beyond hers. Even 

the aftershock of the battle would be harmful to her if she got too close. 

The purple and the black glows in the air lasted for a short while before the winner was revealed. Soon 

after, the purple glow smothered the black glow. 

Before the black glow started to fade, the evil spirit immediately retreated as it attempted to distance 

itself from Lin Huang. 

Thousands of meters away, the evil spirit glanced at its right hand. Lin Huang’s attack had almost 

managed to cut its palm in half. Even the recovery rate of its body was much slower than before. 

It then looked at Lin Huang’s combat sword which was shrouded in the purple glow with fear. 

Apparently, there was something special with the sword which hindered its recovery rate. 

In just one hit, the evil spirit suffered a great loss beyond its expectation. 

The sharpness of Lin Huang’s Air Slicer was far beyond the supreme relic which he used earlier. Initially, 

the effect of his attack could do no harm to the evil spirit type and its wound could be healed in just a 

blink of an eye. However, the attack which he just made almost caused his opponent to lose an arm. 

Although the evil spirit type was covered by black mist, still, Lin Huang saw that he almost managed to 

cut his opponent’s palm in half. 

“I can finally break through its defense. That’s an encouraging start.” He grinned. Before the evil spirit’s 

wound could fully recover, Lin Huang seized the opportunity, raising his sword up again and dashing 

towards the evil spirit. 

Mid-air, the black and the purple glows clashed with each other again. 

Each time after the collision, the purple glow grew bigger and bigger. On the contrary, the black glow 

was now weaker than before. 

A new wound was formed on the evil spirit’s body after each collision. The evil spirit’s physique was 

capable of healing the ordinary sword wounds in an instant. However, there was something special 

about Lin Huang’s Air Slicer and that it most probably hindered its ability to recover. The more collisions 

they had, the more wounds there were on the evil spirit’s body. Even after multiple collisions, the first 

wound made on its body had not recovered yet. 



Despite the fact that it tried to avoid the important body parts, the increasing number of wounds had 

caused it to become weaker. 

Noticing that its body was getting weaker and weaker, the evil spirit’s eyes flashed with a trace of fury. 

When Lin Huang was about to assault it again, it did not dodge and even ignored the attack, striking a 

blow at Lin Huang’s brain. 

“Are you trying to exchange wound for wound?” 

Soon, Lin Huang figured out what its intention was. He then shifted the direction of his sword. He 

wanted to attack its waist and turned out to be attacking his opponent’s arms instead. 

After several attacks, the evil spirit had less control over its body. In addition to having just struck at full 

force, it could no longer hold back. 

The next moment, as the blood red sword sliced through it, black blood started oozing out from its 

wound and its arm was blown high up in the sky. The limb had completely detached from the evil spirit’s 

body. 

With just one mistake, the evil spirit had lost an arm. 

As for the upcoming battles, the evil spirit could no longer fight back. It looked like a collapsing dam that 

could no longer stop the torrential flow of blood. 

In less than three minutes, Lin Huang ended the battle, cutting the evil spirit in half with his blood red 

sword. 

Seeing the two halves of the body that had fallen to the ground, Lin Huang frowned. 

“I didn’t receive any notification that I’ve obtained the dropped item and there isn’t any notification 

regarding the extraction of the tinder as well… Is it still alive?” 

Lin Huang gradually descended, staring at the upper body of the evil spirit. 

The evil spirit with only half of its body remained glaring at Lin Huang without an ounce of fear. It 

laughed wryly instead. “Human brat, the battle isn’t over yet!” 

Chapter 756: Revived? 

 

“Human brat, the battle isn’t over yet!” 

After having those words uttered, the evil spirit looked at Lin Huang with an insulting expression. It 

grinned, then let out a wicked, loud laugh. 

“What are you laughing at!?” 

Lin Huang ignored its strange behavior. He moved his arms slightly, slicing through the evil spirit with his 

bloody sword again. On its ferocious face, blood started flowing out from its forehead to its chin. The 

next second, the evil spirit’s head was cut in half. Black brain juice dripped from its skull to the ground, 

and the copper scent of the blood permeated the air. 



The next moment, Lin Huang frowned and looked towards the half of its dead body from which its head 

had already exploded. 

“It’s strange. I didn’t receive any notification saying that it’s been killed,” Lin Huang mumbled. 

As he gazed at the headless half of the corpse, it seemed like a certain substance had melted it as it 

quickly turned into a black mist and vanished. Soon, the same happened to the evil spirit’s lower body as 

it disappeared as well. 

Seeing the strange phenomenon, Lin Huang picked up his sword again, tearing towards the black mist 

with his Air Slicer. However, his sword penetrated through the black mist and his attack was rendered 

useless. 

With his trial attack, he realized that his offense had no effect on the evil spirit. Lin Huang then retreated 

tens of meters away in a flash. He observed the region enveloped by the black mist from afar. He knew 

that his opponent had not died yet. Although he had no idea what the black mist was, he still chose to 

retreat to avoid being tainted by the black mist. 

Ever since he had traveled to this world, there was danger lurking everywhere. Everyone had various 

types of skills. Even Mr. Fu, who was a Virtual God, could be tricked. Therefore, Lin Huang was more 

cautious about the things which he was unsure of. 

Lin Huang was unfamiliar with the current situation. It was his first time encountering a monster that 

could not die despite its head having exploded. Even those who possessed Enhanced Regeneration 

would definitely die due to the unique attributes exhibited by the Air Slicer. 

Still, Lin Huang did not shift his gaze elsewhere, focusing on the two clumps of black mist. He then asked 

Bloody that was hiding in his sleeve, “Its dead body was burnt. Do you have any idea what’s happening 

over there?” 

“There are no relevant records found in the monster guide, and I’ve never seen anything like this 

before,” Bloody said based on its observation, “It was killed just now, but it’s still alive. It seems like it’s 

using some sort of substitute skill. It could be a new skill that hasn’t been recorded.” 

“Sounds like it.” Lin Huang recalled what he just saw, feeling that what Bloody said might be true. 

Just when the both of them were talking to each other, Lin Huang suddenly noticed that the two masses 

of black mist which had transformed from the evil spirit’s lower body was starting to merge. 

He frowned and soon, he thrust his sword forward. The bloody glow that could be seen on its blade 

pierced through the black mist and struck the ground far away from him, forming a bottomless pit in the 

ground. The black mist remained unaffected and continued to merge. 

Although Lin Huang found it worrisome, since his attack had no effect on his enemy, he was not going to 

waste his energy on it. Following the merging of the black mist, a human figure gradually formed. 

Witnessing the human figure was getting clearer and clearer, Lin Huang could vaguely guess what was 

going to happen next. 

Within seconds, the human figure that was formed from the black mist became so clear as if it were 

real. It simply looked like somebody had modeled a black female silhouette. 



Lin Huang relaunched another trial attack. As usual, his bloody sword managed to penetrate through the 

black silhouette with ease as if there was nothing there. 

A person’s face slowly appeared from the black mist. The person’s features could be clearly seen on the 

face which was initially dark. Unexpectedly, it was the face of a beautiful lady. 

The moment as Lin Huang saw its face, he felt a sense of deja vu as though he had seen it before. 

While its body was gradually forming, its waist-length hair was blowing in the wind. Finally, a whole 

female body was revealed. At that moment, Lin Huang then recalled who the woman was. 

“Indeed, it has come back to life. I can clearly remember this is how the female victim looked like when I 

saw her in the mortuary.” 

Startlingly, its body looked like the immortal-level rank-3 woman who was killed by the evil spirit earlier. 

From its face to its body, each strand of her hair looked exactly the same as if the female victim had 

come back to life. 

The evil spirit that had transformed into a woman slowly opened its eyes. It fixed its gaze at Lin Huang 

and gave him a cunning smile. “I told you earlier that the battle between us isn’t over yet.” 

“I think it’s better for you to put your clothes on first. Otherwise, people might think that we’re filming 

some education film.” Lin Huang studied her from head to toe. He had to admit that she had an 

attractive body. Since she was the one who did not bother putting on her clothes, he had nothing to 

lose. 

“Is this the human sense of shame?” The evil spirit laughed. 

“Perhaps it is,” Lin Huang admitted, “It’s your decision whether to put on your clothes or not. Regardless 

of what your decision is, I’m not going to show you any mercy. Also, don’t expect me to take my clothes 

off together with you. I’m not that open a person.” 

The evil spirit chuckled, and soon, clothes gradually materialized. The piece of clothing was precisely 

what the victim had worn when she was killed. It wore a short-sleeved, light yellow top and a light blue 

linen skirt. It looked quite pretty in the attire. 

“Hehe, it doesn’t matter whether you’re an open person or not as you’re going to be a dead person 

soon.” 

As soon as it finished its words, a green saber appeared in the evil spirit’s hand. A glow could be seen on 

the blade of the saber itself, and apparently, it was a supreme relic. 

“It majors in saber?” 

Lin Huang was startled. He had gone through the victim’s information. He knew that the evil spirit had 

transformed into the woman who used to major in saber. However, he did not expect that the evil spirit 

would have mastered Saber Dao. When the evil spirit had fought him with the body of the muscular 

man, it was using close-range skills. 

“Be careful. The effect of its transformation skill might not be just being a substitute. It could’ve 

inherited the victim’s skills,” Bloody immediately reminded. 



Just as he saw the evil spirit taking out the supreme relic, Lin Huang had already made such a guess. 

However, Lin Huang was excited. 

Since there were arguments between sword and saber as those who majored in both schools had 

equally powerful attacks, the cultivators from both sides argued that each of their weapons was the 

strongest. 

Despite such a thought never having come across Lin Huang’s mind since he believed that different 

weapons would have different effects, it was inevitable that he would want to know who would be 

stronger. After all, he never had the opportunity to bump into a person who majored in Saber Dao and 

was as strong as him so far. 

“I hope that your saber will be stronger than your fist. Otherwise, I’ll feel really disappointed.” 

Chapter 757: I Definitely Want It! 

 

The saber-wielding woman which the evil spirit transformed into was pretty. As it looked at Lin Huang, 

charm oozed out of it. Seemingly, its personality would change together with its body after each 

transformation. 

The first time when it had transformed into a muscular man, its beast mode was activated. Not a single 

weapon was used, and its attack mode was precisely what the body was good at, which was the close-

range combat. 

As for the second transformation, it had apparently activated the demonic saber mode. Looking at the 

saber itself, one would know that there would be significant changes in its attack mode after its 

transformation. 

However, despite the woman being a saber major, there were different types of saber specializations. 

Before striking, Lin Huang could not identify which stream it specialized in. 

In this era, the three major streams of the saber major were speed stream, assassination stream, and 

attack stream. They were then categorized into ten sub-streams and based on physique alone, one 

would not be able to judge which stream they specialized in. In addition to that, his opponent was a 

transcendent instead of an ordinary person whose strength could be judged based on their muscularity 

and their body size. 

Seeing the woman’s body gradually form and the evil spirit taking out a green saber, Lin Huang’s 

intention to fight grew. 

“I’m afraid that I might damage the previous body. That’s why I didn’t give it my all during the strength 

upgrade when I was using his body.” The evil spirit’s voice was suddenly heard. “I’ll not repeat the same 

mistake again in the next round.” 

As soon as it finished its words, the evil spirit’s aura started to grow again. The situation was exactly the 

same as what had happened during the muscular man’s combat strength upgrade. 



In just a blink of an eye, the woman’s combat strength had reached immortal-level rank-3. Soon after, it 

managed to go through the levels as if there were no obstacles at all. 

Immortal-level rank-4! 

Immortal-level rank-5! 

Immortal-level rank-6! 

Right after it got to immortal-level rank-6 which was at the same level as the muscular man’s, the saber-

wielding woman’s combat strength still did not stop growing. Instead, it managed to make a 

breakthrough, leveling up to immortal-level rank-7! 

As the beautiful woman got to that level, it seemed like its body had reached its limit as well. It revealed 

a pained face and veins started bulging in its neck and forehead, looking extremely ferocious. The 

beautiful woman, who seemed about 20 years of age, was now at least twice as old as before. 

Obviously, immortal-level rank-6 was the maximum limit which the saber-wielding woman could 

achieve. Exceeding this limit, its body would go into overdrive. 

When its body was overloaded with stress, its body could not sustain for the long-term. However, the 

evil spirit decided to do so as it wanted to defeat Lin Huang. Despite it being highly possible that the evil 

spirit would lose the body forever if the body were overworked, the body could somehow strengthen its 

abilities, increasing its probability of winning the fight. It would definitely be better than losing the battle 

and being killed by Lin Huang. 

However, what caught Lin Huang’s attention during the evil spirit’s transformation was not the upgrade 

in its combat strength. It was the supreme relic which the saber-wielding woman was holding instead. 

Unexpectedly, the quality of its supreme relic had also been upgraded, and it was now an ancient relic. 

The aura exuded by the ancient relic could not be disguised. 

“The supreme relic has evolved to an ancient relic?! How could it have done that?” Lin Huang found it 

unbelievable. It was his first time encountering someone who was capable of upgrading a supreme relic 

to an ancient relic. He even doubted if the Virtual God, Mr. Fu, could do so. 

Before Lin Huang could figure it out, the evil spirit’s aura which had reached immortal-level rank-3 had 

stabilized. 

Be it its combat strength or the new ancient relic which it was holding, it was evident that its abilities 

were incomparable to the muscular man’s. 

“Are you ready?” The evil spirit’s purple skirt blew up in the wind as it smiled crookedly. 

Before it could even finish its words, the green saber had turned into a beam of light and ripped out at a 

breakneck speed. Its speed was at least ten times faster than the muscular man’s. 

“Holy cow, that’s quick!” Lin Huang exclaimed. He had encountered many enemies in the past few years. 

However, this attack was undoubtedly the fastest he had ever seen. 

At almost the same time when the green glow flashed, the tip of the saber was already less than a meter 

away from Lin Huang. 



Despite his Territory skill being activated and completely capturing the evil spirit’s movement, the attack 

was so agile to the point that Lin Huang could not pick up his sword in time. 

Seeing the green glow tearing apart the layer of air and arriving right between his eyebrows, Lin Huang 

frowned and his fingers on his left hand twitched slightly. 

When the green blade was less than 20 centimeters away from Lin Huang’s brows, it suddenly stopped. 

A black wave appeared out of nowhere as if a drop of water had fallen into the contaminated black 

water and the ripples spread. A black mirror that resembled the surface of the water appeared in front 

of Lin Huang, and the attack was dodged. 

The evil spirit did not expect Lin Huang to possess a defensive skill like that. Since its attack was blocked, 

it was stunned. However, right at the moment when it was shocked, a beam of green light shot out of 

the mirror. It was the glow of the saber, striking towards the evil spirit’s brows at a similar speed. 

“A reflection?!” 

The evil spirit was startled. The speed of the beam of green light was about as fast as its own. At such a 

short distance, it had no time to either retract the saber or to move aside in order to dodge the attack. 

The evil spirit clenched its teeth as it slightly tilted its head, barely avoiding the attack. It knew that it 

could not completely prevent it. However, it had no other choice. 

At that moment, the green beam of light pierced through the evil spirit’s right eye and went straight out 

from the back of its head. The attack struck the hill which was hundreds of meters away. Eventually, the 

entire hill collapsed. 

Lin Huang had never expected that the effect of the Dark Mirror could be so terrifying. His opponent 

was struck without even having the time to react. Especially encountering that fast an attack, the 

reflection effect caused the attack to be inevitable at such a short distance. 

“Don’t tell me that it’s been killed in one hit?” Lin Huang immediately looked towards the evil spirit. 

The evil spirit’s right eye turned into a black hole. Lin Huang could even see the scene behind the evil 

spirit through the hole. Obviously, the attack did not only strike through its eyeball; it had penetrated 

through its head as well. 

The evil spirit did not die after the attack. Black flesh started to grow over its right eye. It was continually 

growing at a speed visible to the naked eye, recovering its head, eyeball, and the broken skull. 

After several moments, the evil spirit’s skull which was severely injured had healed. If not for the 

remaining black blood stain on its face, Lin Huang would have thought that the Dark Mirror’s reflection 

attack was just an illusion. 

“Human brat, you’re giving me more and more surprises!” 

Although the evil spirit was struck in one hit, it did not look nervous. It extended its tongue, licking the 

black blood on its face instead and presenting a crooked smile. “I’m a person who really hates trouble. I 

used to think that your combat strength is too weak and that the upgrade will be too troublesome. 

Initially, I wasn’t interested in your body as I’ve collected a few human bodies with similar talents. 

However, your combat strength is much stronger… 



“I’ve changed my mind now. I certainly want your body!” 

Chapter 758: Second Kill 

 

The evil spirit was lingering mid-air. Half of its head that was struck by the Dark Mirror recovered in a 

blink of an eye. 

It was not surprised even though Lin Huang’s Dark Mirror had almost killed it. It stared at Lin Huang 

without fear, looking possessive instead. 

It seemed like an irrational fan who had just met their favorite idol. The only thing was that it did not 

scream, “Marry me!” 

Lin Huang did not comment on the evil spirit’s possessive instinct. 

It was not because he did not want to insult it. It was because his opponent was terribly fast. It might 

attack him when he was unaware, which was why he decided to keep quiet, maintaining his focus on the 

discernment of his territory. 

Seeing Lin Huang not bothering to respond, the evil spirit seemed to know what he was thinking about. 

He laughed softly and said, “Since you remain silent, I’ll consider that you’ve agreed to surrender your 

body to me.” 

As soon as it finished its words, the evil spirit disappeared abruptly. What emerged next was a green 

beam of light shooting out at lightning fast speed. 

Although he could capture the complete path of his opponent’s movements with his Territory skill, he 

still did not manage to pick up his sword in time. 

He could do nothing. Again, he pointed in the air, and the Dark Mirror formed. It blocked the saber’s 

glow at a distance of about 20 centimeters away. 

Although the mirror reflected the green saber glow, the evil spirit had no fear at all. It grinned instead 

and slightly inched its body aside, managing to avoid the reflected attack. 

The main reason that it got struck by the first reflected attack was not due to its lack of speed. It was 

because the attack had been too sudden and was entirely out of its expectations. 

On the contrary, it was well prepared for the attack this time. It immediately dodged immediately as the 

tip of its saber hit the Dark Mirror. It did not wait for the attack to be reflected. 

However, it was still a little bit slow as the reflected green glow sliced through the left of its face, leaving 

a bruise that was about five centimeters long. 

However, the injury meant nothing to it. It felt nothing at all. Instead, the smile plastered on its face 

looked even more ferocious as if it was gleeful that the attack did not strike its head. 

Although the evil spirit’s combat strength was only on immortal-level rank-7, its attack speed was on par 

with the imperial-level. Even Lin Huang, who had upgraded to immortal-level rank-3, was no match for 

it. Perhaps even Kylie who was extremely fast could not compare to her. 



Still, Lin Huang did not manage to lift his sword during the second attack. Nevertheless, he did not feel 

upset. He had already activated his Omniscient Nature just as the evil spirit advanced. The moment 

when he was analyzing his opponent’s attack with his Boundless Vision, he managed to record the entire 

process of his opponent’s attack with his Third Eye. 

His failure to avoid the attack was not because he did not have a clear picture of the evil spirit’s 

movement since his Territory and his Boundless Vision skills were capable of capturing his opponent’s 

movement and its attack pathway. The most significant problem was that his body could not react in 

time. 

Although his combat strength had leveled up to immortal-level rank-3 whereby his body strength and 

his sensory abilities had improved by leaps and bounds, it would still take some time to adapt to the 

upgrade. If it were an ordinary battle, one might not realize it. However, since he was encountering a 

pro, it would be difficult for him to hide his flaws. The slightest discoordination would be apparent to a 

pro like the evil spirit. 

Of course, despite having a well-coordinated body, Lin Huang’s speed was still incomparable to that of 

the evil spirit’s. At least, the situation would not be the same as he did not even have the chance to fight 

back now. 

“What happened to you, human brat? Are you going to hide in your shell for the rest of your life?” 

“I thought you used to be very arrogant. Why are you behaving like a cowardly bastard now?” 

“Battling is for the adults. A little brat like you should go home and drink your milk!” 

… 

The evil spirit launched several saber attacks, and at the same time, he taunted Lin Huang again and 

again. 

Still, Lin Huang was not offended. He knew that the evil spirit was merely trying to trigger him, forcing 

him to fight back. 

After several attacks, the evil spirit soon mastered the order of the reflection. It managed to dodge the 

reflected attacks without getting injured at all, instigating it to react more aggressively. 

Also, Lin Huang gradually adapted to his body with the powerful combat strength during each attack. 

After confirming that his body had adapted to his opponent’s attack speed, Lin Hung’s face still 

preserved a neutral expression as he patiently waited to attack his opponent’s weak point. 

The evil spirit launched its attack one after another. Each attack was driven at the maximum speed of an 

imperial-level. Within half an hour, Lin Huang was completely pinned down by the evil spirit without a 

single chance to fight back. 

“Human brat, how long do you think your Life Power can sustain the shell? Half an hour? An hour?” 

While talking nonsense, again, the evil spirit cast his saber forward. 



The green glow of its saber streaked across the sky and appeared less than 30 centimeters away from 

Lin Huang. The water-like black mirror appeared out of nowhere again. 

The tip of the green blade struck it. The attack was capable of killing an immortal-level rank-9. However, 

black ripples appeared as usual, and the attack could not go any further. 

The evil spirit was not surprised by that though as it had already made several attempts. It was Lin 

Huang’s absolute defense and the evil spirit was unable to break through it. 

Regardless of that, it was not worried about it at all. Before the reflected attack appeared, it dodged 

again. It moved its body a few centimeters away, slightly to the right. It knew that it could evade the 

attack right there. 

At this moment, the reflected green glow suddenly blasted off. However, it deviated from its expected 

direction and struck right in front of the evil spirit. 

“How could that be?” 

The evil spirit was shocked. It had made hundreds of attempts, and the attack reflected by the mirror 

had never deviated from its expected direction. However, this time was different. 

At that moment, it finally understood the reason that had happened, but it was too late now. 

Less than a meter away, it was too weak to block the attack. The reflected green glow of the blade 

pierced between its brows and went straight through the back of its head. A hole the size of a baby’s fist 

was formed. 

Then, the Dark Mirror collapsed on its own. Behind the mirror and on Lin Huang’s back, bloody wings 

quickly formed. Six bloody wings stacked on top of each other and protected Lin Huang against the 

continuous saber attacks from the evil spirit as a result of inertia. 

The green glow penetrated through three layers of the wings and failed to go any further, becoming 

stuck right between the wings. 

There was a gap between the wings, and a bloody sword suddenly flew past it. The evil spirit was caught 

unaware, and the sword penetrated the left of its chest. 

“Go to hell!” Lin Huang yelled. The blade that pierced through the evil spirit’s body radiated, and the 

bloody glow became more and more intense. Soon, it exploded, and the evil spirit’s body turned into 

pieces… 

Lin Huang then retracted his sword, gazing in the direction where the black mist could be seen. 

“I’ve never said that the direction of the Dark Mirror’s reflection can’t be adjusted. You just assumed 

that it works this way.” 

Chapter 759: Exhausting All Trump Cards! 

 

Seeing the evil spirit’s body which had been shattered into pieces turn into the black mist again, Lin 

Huang scowled. 



He actually wondered if it was because his first kill was not powerful enough, and his opponent had 

been revived. That was the reason why during the second attack, he had deliberately activated the 

strengthened version of his Wordly Purification. It was the sword skill he possessed with the highest 

damage, smashing his opponent’s body into pieces. Still, it could not stop the evil spirit’s body from 

turning into the black mist. 

Although it was within his expectations, it was not the ideal outcome. Lin Huang started to feel that this 

was troublesome. 

Glancing in the direction where the evil spirit’s ancient relic had fallen, the green saber collapsed on its 

own in the air, transforming into a black mist. 

Looking at what had just happened, Lin Huang was stunned. He used to think that the ancient relic could 

be one of the rewards he could obtain, but seemingly, it was not a real relic. Instead, it was the same as 

its physique which was created by the black mist. 

“What monster is this? It can’t die and can even randomly produce an ancient relic!” 

As his thought to snatch the ancient relic dwindled, Lin Huang glanced towards the black mist which was 

in a blurry human form from afar. He vaguely felt that he seemed to have chosen the wrong Life Fire 

monster. 

The blurry human figure was becoming more prominent. It was a middle-aged man who was slightly 

taller than Lin Huang, at a height of about 1.85 meters. However, he was much more muscular than Lin 

Huang. The weapon which the man was holding was a silver spear which was about two meters long. 

Lin Huang was not surprised when he saw the man’s face as if he expected it. 

The man was also one of the victims who had been killed by the evil spirit earlier. It was the first dead 

body Lin Huang had seen in the mortuary. He could still clearly remember the corpse’s heart sliced 

apart. Both of his lungs had been removed, and his chest was cut open. 

Right now, the dead man was alive, standing right in front of Lin Huang and there was nothing strange 

about him. 

“If I’m not mistaken, I guess you can only transform into someone you’ve killed,” Lin Huang suddenly 

said, “It means that you can’t come back to life as many times as you want. I’ll only need to kill you 17 

times, and you’ll finally die.” 

“Are you going to make such a guess without any evidence and just by judging that my transformation 

into the person whom I’ve killed?” The evil spirit remained calm, and the body formed by its black mist 

had stabilized. 

Although he could not tell whether the evil spirit was trying to mislead him or not, Lin Huang was pretty 

sure that his assumption was right. “I’ve seen the corpses of all 17 victims. Please prove me wrong by 

transforming into a body that I’ve never seen before the next round.” 

“Since you’re kind of interested in my secrets, why not agree to give me your body and I’ll tell you my 

secrets?” 

“I’m afraid that you can’t afford to have my body!” 



After uttering his words, the bloody wings on Lin Huang’s back fluttered. Before the evil spirit could 

upgrade its combat strength, he tore his sword towards it, attempting to kill it. 

Lin Huang appeared right in front of the evil spirit in an instant and thrust his sword forward. 

The evil spirit gave an insulting smile and did not care about Lin Huang’s attack at all. It stood still 

without avoiding the attack. It activated its skill to upgrade its combat strength in front of Lin Huang. 

Mid-air, the entire sky was covered in the bloody glow, slicing through the evil spirit’s neck. 

However, the bloody glow was stopped from piercing the evil spirit’s neck just as it was about a 

centimeter away from it. It could not move any further as if there was a defense shield which had 

stopped Lin Huang’s fatal attack. 

Noticing the evil spirit’s combat strength starting to upgrade from immortal-level rank-3, Lin Huang still 

did not give up. He continuously launched several attacks, each attack more fatal than the last. 

Neither did the evil spirit dodge nor avoid, allowing Lin Huang to attack as he liked with an insulting 

smile. Its body did not move at all as if it had shielded itself from all the forces coming from the attacks. 

“It’s useless. Once my secret skill is activated, it won’t stop. Even the Virtual God’s attack isn’t going to 

work, let alone yours,” the evil spirit said as its aura reached immortal-level rank-7. “People from the 

gravel world with incomprehensive rules won’t understand such power.” 

Although Lin Huang did not want to believe him, he could still vaguely feel that the evil spirit was telling 

the truth. 

After several attempts whereby his attacks could do no harm to the evil spirit, its aura had finally 

stabilized as it reached immortal-level rank-7. The silver spear had been upgraded to an ancient relic as 

well. 

However, just as the evil spirit’s aura stabilized, the defense shield disappeared on its own. 

Observing Lin Huang striking another attack, the evil spirit finally dodged. 

In the air, the bloody glow and the black glow collided with each other again. 

Another round of a fierce fight had been triggered! 

The two silhouettes crashed into each other again in the sky. 

Since his Vampire Particles had been activated, Lin Huang’s speed was a few times faster than before 

with his bloody wings. The evil spirit’s body did not have a speedy attack this time. It lost to Lin Huang in 

terms of speed instead. Despite its speed being incomparable to Lin Huang’s, it had excellent eyesight. 

In addition to its achievements in Spear Dao, each of its attacks was on par with Lin Huang’s attack. 

Though slow, it was not lagging behind. 

After fighting for almost half an hour, the outcome of the battle was still unknown. 

Lin Huang had no idea how many times his opponent’s attacks had hit him and how many injuries he 

suffered from. However, his wounds were quickly healed by his Divine Regeneration without leaving any 

scars. 



Lin Huang had inflicted hundreds of wounds on his opponent’s body as well. However, the evil spirit 

managed to avoid the fatal parts, and the injuries were all minor ones. Although his Air Slicer exhibited 

unique characteristics which slowed down his opponent’s recovery rate, he could not tell how long it 

would take to kill it since it had the advantage of its weapon on its side. 

“It’s going to exhaust a lot of my Life Power…” 

Almost all the attacks he made within the half an hour were his best shots. The Life Power in a third of 

his ten Life Wheels had been depleted, but his opponent seemed to have infinite strength. If this 

continued, even after using up all three of his Life Power Refill Cards, he could only kill his opponent 11 

times. Lin Huang guessed that it would have at least 17 bodies. Despite the evil spirit having being killed 

twice previously, he would still be unable to kill it even after exhausting all his three Life Power Refill 

Cards. 

“What happened? Don’t you have sufficient Life Power for that?” The evil spirit grinned as if it had 

already expected this to happen. “Oh, I’ve forgotten to tell you something. The power of the body 

comes from my real body. Having a body with strength like this, even if the battle continues for 10,000 

years, my real body will be able to refill the power depleted in merely one breath.” 

“Indeed…” Lin Huang had thought of this earlier, and the evil spirit had finally proven him right. He knew 

that it was not likely that the evil spirit would lie to him. However, he did not panic at all. “It seems like I 

have to use some of my trump cards.” 

As the thought struck him, Lin Huang knew that he had to fight with every fiber in him this time. Three 

cards suddenly appeared in his right hand, and these were his last three Provisional Combat Strength 

Upgrade Cards. When he made Wu Zhi into a Combat Soul Card, he had used up almost all the reward 

card draws. Only a few of the cards remained. 

The Provisional Combat Strength Upgrade Card would put too much load on one’s body, and only three 

cards could be used at once. However, it was enough for him. 

“The game shall end here.” 

Having uttered these words, Lin Huang’s left hand exerted a slight force on the three Provisional Combat 

Strength Upgrade Card, and they were instantly crushed, transforming into a luminous glow and going 

into his body. The evil spirit did not notice that though. 

However, it could clearly sense that there was an upgrade in Lin Huang’s combat strength again. 

Immortal-level rank-4! 

Immortal-level rank-5! 

Immortal-level rank-6! 

Chapter 760: The Undead? 

 

“How could it be? How could you achieve a seven-level upgrade without affecting your body?” 



The evil spirit could not tell how Lin Huang had done that. Despite his real body being extremely strong, 

it only managed to achieve a four-level upgrade in its combat strength. It would not be able to maintain 

the stability of its body if there was any further improvement. Regardless of how strong its physique 

was, a four-level upgrade was simply its limit. It was an absolute rule. 

One thing that the evil spirit did not know was that Lin Huang’s Transformation Card was not used for 

the sake of strengthening his body but was only a substitute. Once the Transformation Card was 

activated, it was equivalent to duplicating a monster’s body with Lin Huang’s consciousness and his body 

was sealed on the other side of the dimension. 

The Provisional Combat Strength Upgrade Card which he had used later was applied to the monster’s 

body whereby a further upgrade could be performed on them. Although it seemed like he managed to 

break through from purple flame-level to immortal-level rank-6,equating to a seven-level upgrade, in 

fact, Lin Huang only managed to achieve the upgrade in his combat strength after using three 

Provisional Combat Strength Upgrade Cards. 

Moreover, he was only restricted to using three Combat Strength Upgrade Cards at once. In addition to 

Xiao Hei itself being powerful enough, directly using all the three cards would do no harm to Lin Huang’s 

body. 

Of course, Lin Huang was not going to tell the evil spirit about it. He was gleeful to see the evil spirit 

being so confused. 

When he was on immortal-level rank-3, the both of them were equally powerful. After three 

consecutive upgrades, Lin Huang’s strength, power, speed, Life Power in his body and many other 

aspects were completely different now. 

Even the evil spirit who would not die after several kills appeared panicked. 

Without any facial expression, Lin Huang looked towards the evil spirit. It seemed like the six bloody 

wings on his back could breathe, sending chills down one’s spine. He slowly lifted the combat sword in 

his hand, pointing in the direction where the evil spirit was. 

“I don’t care where you’re from and I don’t care how many times you can revive yourself either. I 

certainly want your Life Fire tinder today!” 

Just as his voice rang out in the air, the bloody wings on Lin Huang’s back fluttered and soon, he 

disappeared from his original position. 

The evil spirit’s pupils dilated as Lin Huang’s speed far exceeded what it could see. It tried its best to 

squint, but could just see a bloody glow streaking across the sky at a tremendously terrifying speed. It 

could only block the bloody glow with its spear in both its hands instinctively. 

In the next moment, the bloody glow suddenly appeared right in front of the evil spirit. It resembled an 

electric current that collided with the evil spirit’s long spear. 

Bang! 

A loud explosion was heard. 



At almost the same time, the black glow flew backwards and smashed through several mountains. Seven 

consecutive mountains collapsed in an instant after being hit by the black glow. Deafening booms were 

echoed throughout the area. 

Lin Huang knew very well that evil spirit was not killed by his attack as it had managed to dodge the 

attack at the very last minute. If it were using a supreme relic, perhaps Lin Huang would have cut the evil 

spirit and its spear into half. However, since it was using an ancient relic, even an imperial-level could 

hardly inflict a scratch on it. 

Since it still survived, Lin Huang did not mind giving a few more strikes. 

He appeared at the mountainous region in a flash where the evil spirit was stuck. 

With just one hit, the evil spirit knew that it could no longer defeat Lin Huang. It seemed like getting 

killed was a foregone conclusion. Regardless of how it struggled to survive, all its efforts were in vain. 

“Outside the Kingdom, I might have the chance to flee by shedding my outer skin. However, the 

Kingdom is a sealed dimension. Even if the human brat doesn’t have full control over the Kingdom, it’s 

extremely easy to detect my aura in the Kingdom. I have nowhere to go…” 

In the mountains region, the evil spirit frowned. Despite the previous attack not causing serious injury to 

it, the minor injuries it suffered from the shock resulted in pain in its lungs each time it breathed. It had 

a headache which refused to go away due to the intense collision. Although its broken bones were 

instantly cured, its body was still stiff. Fighting Lin Huang now would be akin to knocking on Death’s 

door. 

Several thoughts quickly ran through the evil spirit’s mind. Soon, it sensed that Lin Huang was not 

waiting for it to break out of the mountains from his original position. Instead, he was coming after it. 

“Since you’re not coming out, I shall go in then.” 

As soon as his voice was heard, he appeared right in front of the evil spirit. Before it could respond to 

him, his long bloody sword raced towards it again. 

A loud thud was heard again, spreading throughout the mountain range. 

A black silhouette fled out of the mountain range. Before the mountains collapsed, the bloody 

silhouette streaked across the sky at a terribly fast speed, chasing after it. 

Mid-air, the evil spirit spat a mouthful of black blood out. It knew that its body condition had worsened. 

Despite having managed to dodge Lin Huang’s second attack with its long spear, the effect of the 

aftershock was more severe than before. Its chest had collapsed and its internal organs had shattered. 

Both of its hands had been crushed by Lin Huang’s attack and it no longer had the grip to hold its spear 

tightly. 

Lin Huang could sense that his opponent was severely injured by his second attack. He also knew that it 

possessed the Enhanced Regeneration skill. He was not going to give the evil spirit any chance to 

recuperate. 

“I’d like to see how many attacks you can dodge!” Along with his scream, Lin Huang leaped towards it. 



Seeing Lin Huang was chasing after it, the evil spirit struggled. It felt like there was a way to overcome 

this, but it was unsure of whether it should use the skill. 

While it was hesitating, Lin Huang advanced nearer. This time, he was holding a sword in both of his 

hands, slicing through the air vertically. As his sword ripped the sky apart, it resembled a bloody 

lightning bolt striking down from the sky and aiming right at the evil spirit’s forehead. 

The evil spirit’s face turned ghastly. If it happened to strike it, perhaps it would be chopped into half 

from its forehead to its thigh. It immediately lifted its spear and fuelled its arms which had not fully 

recovered yet with all its strength. A huge black shield was created out of nowhere, attempting to block 

the attack. It knew very well that if it failed to dodge the attack, it had to abandon this body. 

The beam of bloody electric current collided with the huge black, misty shield. 

A loud explosion was heard as if hundreds of lightning bolts had struck at the same time. 

The bloody glow struck like the torrential downpour of a waterfall. Despite the mystery of the misty 

shield, it still could not defend itself against the bloody glow’s attack. It only managed to block it for a 

while until spider web-like cracks started spreading across the huge shield. 

Beams of bloody electric current penetrated through the cracks. The shield sustained for less than three 

breaths and eventually, it collapsed. The broken pieces of the shield then transformed back into its black 

mist form. 

As the bloody glow had penetrated through the black mist and was about to strike it, a flicker of fury 

flashed through the evil spirit’s eyes while they suddenly turned midnight black. 

In the next second, the gushing bloody glow penetrated through the black mist and the black glow 

within the evil spirit’s eyes exploded abruptly. 

Lin Huang instantly discovered that something was wrong and a spike of anger flashed through his eyes. 

He immediately retracted his sword, retreating thousands of meters away next to Kylie. At the same 

time, he activated his Dark Mirror, covering Kylie and himself. 

After all that, the black glow suddenly exploded at the position where the evil spirit had been initially at. 

A frightening white glow then started spreading everywhere. The beam of white light was incredibly 

intense as it even covered the sunlight. The white glow resembled a constantly expanding balloon, 

spreading out in all directions. It barely stopped as it extended to more than 100 kilometers away. 

Everything turned into nothingness as the white glow passed by. 

A squeak could be heard coming from the defensive sphere structured by the Dark Mirror as if it was a 

vulnerable house in a raging storm. Lin Huang had no choice but to constantly reduce the size of the 

defensive sphere. Just as the 100-meter sphere was being reduced to five meters in diameter, it 

stabilized. 

Fortunately, the expansion of the white glow lasted for less than a minute. Otherwise, Lin Huang might 

need to continue minimizing the size of his Dark Mirror. 

“I didn’t know that it’d self-combust simply because it could no longer fight me.” 



As the white glow faded, Lin Huang did not remove his Dark Mirror immediately. Instead, he activated 

his ocular skill and looked in the direction where the explosion of the evil spirit had taken place from 

afar. The evil spirit’s body was not there, but there was no smugness in him at all. 

“Nothing was left. I guess it has died. It wasted so many of my cards and still, I didn’t manage to extract 

its tinder…” 

Just as he was mumbling, he saw that the black mist was quickly forming at the position where the 

explosion had occurred. 

 


